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Mifos X is designed by the Mifos Iniative - a global 
community that aims to speed the elimination of 
poverty by enabling more effective delivery of financial 
services to the worlds poor and unbanked.

Sound interesting?  Get involved!

Documentation Community Latest News

username password sign in   English

Ideas:
Add an image behind login page
Make sure login is prominent.
Links should take less precedence, 
could be menus across top or links to 
page with doc, comm, and news.
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User Manual
Functional Specs
FAQs

Hovering over a menu at 
top rolls down a set of 
options the user can click 
on.  
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Make login even more prominent 
- it is after all, the reason for this 
page.  Move language menu to be 
more clear it pertains to whole 
page.
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Make whole page same 
level of transparency.
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Use no image, just color (color 
is negotiable.)  Put language 
menu in upper left corner.
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User Manual
Functional Specs
FAQ

User Group
Developer Group
IRC

User Meeting
New Version
Blog

Put links on page.  I don't 
like this one - too blocky, 
image is too prominent.

All of these ideas are mix 
and matchable.  Let me 
know what aspects you 
like or don't like.
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